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ABSTRACT 
Overview visualizations for small-screen web browsers 
were designed to provide users with visual context and to 
allow them to rapidly zoom in on tiles of relevant content. 
Given that content in the overview is reduced, however, 
users are often unable to tell which tiles hold the relevant 
material, which can force them to adopt a time-consuming 
hunt-and-peck strategy. Collapse-to-zoom addresses this 
issue by offering an alternative exploration strategy. In 
addition to allowing users to zoom into relevant areas, col-
lapse-to-zoom allows users to collapse areas deemed ir-
relevant, such as columns containing menus, archive mate-
rial, or advertising. Collapsing content causes all remaining 
content to expand in size causing it to reveal more detail, 
which increases the user’s chance of identifying relevant 
content. Collapse-to-zoom navigation is based on a hybrid 
between a marquee selection tool and a marking menu, 
called marquee menu. It offers four commands for collaps-
ing content areas at different granularities and to switch to 
a full-size reading view of what is left of the page. 
Categories & Subject Descriptors: H5.2 [Information 
interfaces and presentation]: User Interfaces.
  - Graphical 
user interfaces. 
General Terms: Human Factors, Design. 
Keywords:  Web browsing, collapse-to-zoom, marquee 
menu, small screen device, PDA, pen, gesture, overview. blutwurst 
INTRODUCTION 
Web pages are often designed with a desktop screen in 
mind, i.e., they use multi-column layouts and/or are pre-
formatted to a certain page width. On a small screen de-
vice, such as a PDA, such pages can be hard to read. If 
rendered in a desktop-like two-dimensional layout, such 
pages can require users to scroll horizontally while reading 
text (Figure 1). To avoid the need for horizontal scrolling, 
some of the recent browsers narrow down cells (e.g. MS 
Pocket Internet Explorer™) or even rearrange the table 
structure into a single column to make the page fit the 
screen width (e.g. Opera™ opera.com). 
While single-column views can facilitate the reading proc-
ess, they result in a correspondingly larger amount of verti-
cal scrolling. In Figure 1, for example, accessing material 
in the center column now requires users to scroll past the 
entire content of the left column, as that column will appear 
at the top of the single-column page. For a typical page, 
this accounts for several PDA screens worth of material. 
 
Figure 1: The problem: viewing a page designed for 
the desktop on a small screen device requires users 
to scroll not only vertically, but also horizontally. 
To reduce the need for vertical scrolling and to provide 
users with visual context, researchers have proposed pro-
viding users with a miniature version of the page. Such 
overviews are either thumbnails, i.e., zoomed-out copies of 
the page [15, 16] or summarized versions of the page [6, 
17]. Overviews allow users to zoom in on content in order 
to view it in a close-up view. However, given that content 
in the overview is reduced users are often unable to tell 
which tiles hold the relevant material. In the example 
shown in Figure 2a even the headlines have become un-
readable, which can force users to adopt a time-consuming 
hunt-and-peck strategy. 
In this paper, we present collapse-to-zoom, a technique that 
addresses this issue by offering an alternative exploration 
strategy. In addition to the known strategy of zooming into 
relevant areas, collapse-to-zoom allows users to collapse 
areas deemed irrelevant, such as columns containing 
menus, archive material, or advertising (Figure 2b). Col-
lapsing content causes all of the remaining contents to be 
redrawn in more detail (Figure 2d), which increases the 
user’s chances of identifying relevant content. When fi-
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nally switching to the full-size view (Figure 2g), the page 
has been reduced significantly, which allows users to scroll 
through the remaining content in an efficient way. 
We begin by giving a brief summary of the related work. 
Then we give a detailed walkthrough of collapse-to-zoom 
and describe its gesture-based navigation mechanism. We 
then briefly describe our implementation before we con-
clude with a summary and an outlook on future work. 
RELATED WORK 
There are four general approaches to displaying web pages 
on small screen devices [4]: device-specific authoring; 
multiple-device authoring; automatic re-authoring, and 
client-side navigation. The first two allow obtaining high-
quality results by taking the specifics of the device into 
account during page authoring, but in exchange they re-
quire the cooperation of the individual page authors. This 
prevents these techniques from being applied to already 
existing pages, which limits the practical applicability of 
these approaches. Automatic re-authoring, such as web 
page summarization [10, 6] does not require the collabora-
tion of page authors; neither does it require any user effort. 
However, techniques in this category are limited to what 
can be extracted from the page, such as its structure or text 
content. Oblivious of the user’s task at hand, a summarizer 
cannot know, for example, whether the user plans to make 
use of a page’s link menu or whether it is safe to remove it. 
Collapse-to-zoom falls into the remaining category of cli-
ent-side navigation which encompasses a wide range of 
techniques.  Outlining  transforms pages into sets of tiles. 
Tiles may then be presented to the user one at a time 
(power browser [7]) or as a layout of cards (flip zooming 
[5], WebThumb [16]). As mentioned above, other browsers 
combine tiling with zooming, so that users can use an over-
view to access the individual tiles (e.g., [9, 15, 17]). 
The approach of collapsing page content makes collapse-
to-zoom a member of the family of generalized fisheye 
views [11]. Existing research prototypes allow users to 
collapse text sections (active outlining [13]) or pan a fish-
eye lens across the page (fishnet [2]). Collapse-to-zoom is 
different from these in that it allows users to collapse tiles 
in a 2D layout, such as cells in a table. In particular, col-
lapse-to-zoom uses space gained from collapsing tiles to 
immediately magnify the remaining page content. 
Collapse-to-zoom uses gestures for collapsing and expand-
ing content (a so-called marquee menu). For a more gen-
eral taxonomy of selection gestures see paintable interfaces 
[1]. Unlike gestures in existing systems, such as power 
browser [7], marquee menus offer command gestures that 
simultaneously define a target area and the command to be 
executed on that area. 
COLLAPSE-TO-ZOOM: A WALKTHROUGH 
Figure 2 gives a walkthrough of collapse-to-zoom using the 
example of the news page from Figure 1. The user’s task is 
to find news articles about the Bertelsmann Company. 
(a) As the page loads, the browser detects that the page is 
significantly bigger than the screen and thus shows a   
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Figure 2: Collapse-to-zoom walkthrough  
 
thumbnail view instead. (b) The headlines are scaled below 
recognizability, so the user cannot decide if any of the 
shown headlines involve the topic of interest. However, 
layout conventions allow the user to recognize the main 
structure of a news page, i.e., menu, articles, and advertis-
ing columns. To see the news headlines in more detail, the 
user performs a pen gesture to collapse the advertising col-
umn and then (c) the menu column (we will present our 
gesture language in detail in the next section). (d) As a re-
sult, these columns are now replaced with thin gray place-
holders and the freed screen space has been used to render 
the remaining column with the news headlines at a larger 
size. While the abstracts are still fairly small, headlines 
have now become readable. Note how the placeholders 
provide the user with visual context. In addition, they allow 
the user to restore the respective tile. Tapping the left 
placeholder, for example, would restore the view to the 
state shown in Figure 2c. In the expectation to return to this 
news site, the user bookmarks it. 
(e) The user scrolls through the page and finds a headline 
containing the name Bertelsmann. Without leaving over-
view mode, the user follows the link by tapping it. (f) The 
article page is loaded and since it is too long to fit into the 
browser window, it too is displayed as an overview. To be 
able to read the story the user performs an expand-and-
zoom gesture on the story area. (g) This removes all content 
outside the story area and switches to single-column view. 
The user can now advance through the story efficiently 
using the device’s hardware scrolling buttons. (h) The next 
day, the user invokes the bookmark created earlier and the 
browser loads the new edition of the page. However, the 
browser also restores the collapse-state the page was in 
when the bookmark was created. All headlines are there-
fore readable right away; no further user interaction is re-
quired. In addition, the page loads faster, as image material 
in the collapsed areas is not loaded. 
The mechanism described in this walkthrough minimizes 
the need for zooming and trial-and-error exploration. In-
stead of forcing users to iterate between overview and de-
tail view, collapse-to-zoom allows users to make continu-
ous progress towards the page content that is relevant to the 
user’s task at hand. By collapsing elements deemed irrele-
vant users narrow down the page, thereby reducing the 
amount of content that has to be examined when finally 
switching to detail view. The need to scroll over irrelevant 
content is eliminated. In addition, collapsing content causes 
the remaining material to be re-rendered with increased 
detail, which often enables users to continue zeroing in on 
the relevant material. 
With collapse-to-zoom, all page navigation is done up front 
(often using only a single expand-and-zoom action). Once 
users switch to single-column view, subsequent navigation 
reduces itself to scrolling, which most devices support con-
veniently with a set of hardware scroll buttons. 
NAVIGATION USING A MARQUEE MENU 
Navigation in collapse-to-zoom is based on a novel menu-
ing technique that we call a marquee menu. Marquee 
menus are based on a marquee selection. Marquee selec-
tion is commonly used in image editing programs, spread-
sheets (Figure 3b), etc. Dragging the pen on the screen 
creates a rectangular selection enclosing the start and end 
point of the drag gesture. Marquee menus also share prop-
erties known from marking menus [14], namely the use of a 
directional gesture for command selection. 
The main strength of marquee menus is that they combine 
area selection and command selection into a single gesture. 
The user performs a marquee selection (visual feedback 
shown in Figure 3a) and when the user lifts the pen a 
command is executed. Which commands is executed is 
determined by the direction of the drag movement. Since 
there are four directions for selecting a given rectangular 
area (starting at any of four corners), marquee menus allow 
users to choose from up to four commands (Figure 3a). 
The four commands of collapse-to-zoom’s marquee menu 
are based on the following mnemonic scheme (Figure 3c). 
Vertical: Up means expand, down means collapse. Expand 
stand for “collapse everything outside this area”, which 
effectively grows the selected area. Diagonal: The two 
indispensable functions are placed on the top-right/bottom-
left diagonal, where right-handed users can access them 
conveniently by pivoting around the wrist. The main func-
tions are collapse column, which is guaranteed to cause 
remaining screen content to grow, and expand-and-zoom, 
which expands the selected area and switches to full-size 
single column reading mode. The opposite diagonal offers 
cell-wise commands for manual fine tuning. Left-handed 
users can mirror the menu (as in Figure 2). 
collapse-cell collapse-column
expand-cell expand&zoom
maincom ands 
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Figure 3: (a)  The marquee menu and the com-
mands it offers in collapse-to-zoom. Dragging the 
pen creates a selection. On pen lift the command 
associated with the drag direction is executed. Dur-
ing dragging, the icon of the upcoming command is 
shown; the lasso assumes the color red for collapse 
and green for expand commands. (b) Example of a 
marquee selection in a spreadsheet. (c) Mnemonics 
behind the arrangement of the four commands. 
The fact that all the expand/collapse navigation is based on 
drag gestures allows collapse-to-zoom to use pen tapping 
for following links. Unlike most existing systems that re-
quire users to switch to detail mode first [9], this allows 
users to follow links directly from the overview. 
Marquee menus allow users to abort a command by drag-
ging the pen back to the starting point (marked by the  
 
command icon) and lifting it. Besides that, our browser 
offers an undo button that undoes the last navigation com-
mand, and buttons that allow users to switch between over-
view, single column view, and 2D spatial view of the page 
(see the four right-most buttons in Figure 2; the other five 
buttons offer traditional browser navigation). Hitting the 
overview mode button when already in overview mode 
restores a page, i.e., restores all placeholders in it. 
IMPLEMENTATION 
We implemented collapse-to-zoom and its marquee menu 
as a simulation of a Compaq iPAQ that we run on a Ta-
bletPC. Compared to a PocketPC-based implementation, 
this provides us with a more powerful development plat-
form and allows us to anticipate the graphics processing 
power that the GPU-supported small screen devices of the 
next generation will offer. The tablet also allows us to ex-
plore pen-based interactions. 
Our implementation is based on the Microsoft Web-
Browser Control that parses, renders, and scales the loaded 
pages (CSS zoom feature supported in Microsoft IE since 
version 5.5, see http://msdn.microsoft.com). This allows 
the prototype to load and render live web pages. Marquee 
gestures are implemented by intercepting mouse events and 
bypassing the function that normally highlights text while 
dragging. In its current version, our prototype is limited in 
that marquee gestures cannot be invoked on top of links.  
Our prototype splits web pages into a set of tiles using the 
algorithm described in [9]. In a first pass, an iterative sepa-
rator detection algorithm breaks the page down into tiles 
and transforms the page into a slicing tree based on the 
position information of each tile [17]. In a second pass, the 
slicing tree is transformed back into a web page. This is 
done by creating a nested table reflecting the structure of 
the slicing tree and pasting the tile content generated during 
the first pass into the individual table cells. The resulting 
page is displayed using the web browser control. The page 
now contains individual cells for each collapsible unit, so 
that collapse actions can be executed by replacing cells 
with placeholder contents. The lasso around selected cells 
is implemented by changing the cell border color and re-
rendering the page. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Collapse-to-zoom is a technique that helps users view web 
pages on small screen devices. Our two main contributions 
are (1) the concept of collapsing irrelevant cells to cause 
the remaining content to be rendered at higher detail and 
(2) a single-stroke-based gesture language called marquee 
menu. Collapse-to-zoom supports the user’s two main 
tasks: Marquee menu commands provide efficient access to 
relevant content located inside the page; link tapping di-
rectly in the overview allows users to instantly move on the 
content located elsewhere. Our experience so far is that the 
relevant content in most pages is arranged in the shape of a 
rectangle, which allows users to handle these pages with a 
single expand-and-zoom gesture. Pages that do not fall into 
this category can be handled by combining collapse cell 
and restore placeholder commands. 
As future work we plan to run an experimental comparison 
between collapse-to-zoom and other web browsers for 
small screen devices. Furthermore, we plan to explore in 
how far the concepts described in this paper can be applied 
to the desktop, e.g., to remove advertising or to prepare 
pages for printing. 
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